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Results
As a group, musicians (N = 275, mean age = 40.2 years, range 19-81, learning duration > 6 years) rated themselves
significantl differently from population norms for all personality traits except Extroversion. Forced choice questions
delineated whether musicians were self-taught (ST, n = 74), formally taught (FT, n = 62), or partially self/partially formally
taught (PT, n = 139). For gender, 87 participants identified as female, 136 male, 49 preferred not to say and three wrote
alternative descriptions. Between inventories, all traits correlated positively significantly except Emotional
Stability/Neuroticism, which correlated negatively r = -.69, p < .001. ANOVA revealed a significant difference between
musical learning groups only for TIPI Conscientiousness F(2, 222) = 5.78, p = .004, ηp2 = .050. Planned post hoc tests
revealed that formally taught musicians scoring significantly higher than those who were self-taught. There was also a
difference between gender groups on the choice of primary instrument X2 (6, N = 223) = 45.94, p < .001. There were no
gender differences in self-reports of personality traits.
Conclusions
In contrast to previous studies, no statistically significant difference from the population was found for females for the
personality trait of Extraversion. Making a novel contribution, this study suggests that Conscientiousness is higher in
formally taught musicians compared to musicians who had learned informally. Type of musical learning did not affect the
higher than population norms for the traits of Openness to Experience and Agreeableness found in musicians, widening
support for this finding in previous research.
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"tAPP": The Development and Calibration of a Mobile App for the Measurement of Handedness
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Background
In the domain of music, the development of an objective classification as being right- or left-handed is of high relevance for
the practitioner as well as for empirical music research. The measurement of hand performance differences by a speedtapping
task applied to both hands has been shown as the best method to measure the degree of lateral asymmetry (see Kopiez,
Galley,
& Lehmann, 2010; Peters & Durding, 1978). However, this procedure often requires the use of hardware equipment in a
laboratory, which might be a reason for its reduced acceptance as a diagnosis of handedness.
Aims
Using the methods suggested by Annett (1985) and Peters & Durding (1978), we will present a technical solution for the
straightforward measurement of hand performance differences. The measurement is based on two devices: (a) a
smartphone app
called “tAPP” and (b) a morse key as the standard laboratory device.
Methods
Participants (music students, N = 24) were instructed to tap on the surface of a smartphone display and on a morse key, as
fast as possible over a duration of 30 seconds each. The main indicator of handedness, the LC value for tapping speed,
was
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calculated on the basis of the median of inter-onset intervals for both hands and for each device (LC = (L - R) / (L + R) /
*100).
LC values of two trials were averaged.
Results
The convergent validity between both methods (as measured by the correlation of LC values obtained from the app and a
morse key) was rc(24) = .79, p = .004 (disattenuation correction according to Hunter & Schmidt, 2004). Absolute LC values
between both devices did not reach statistical significance (t = 0.32, p = .76). Tapping speed was slightly slower for the
morse
key (M = 165.2 ms, SD = 14.4) than for the app (M = 163.3 ms, SD = 17.7, t = 0.82, p = .42).
Conclusions
Although LC values from both devices were similar, the correlation of rc= .79 also shows the requirement of separate LC
thresholds for handedness classification. Thus, future work has to focus on the standardization and calibration of LC values
to
make them similar to those calculated for the morse key (see Kopiez, Galley, & Lee, 2010). In the long run, the app will be
useful for the music teacher (e.g., for the consultation of his or her students’ objective handedness) as well as for the
empirical
music researcher who can control for the handedness of participants by a simple procedure.
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tendency of neural transmission of the pelvic plexus
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Background
The concept of “bodily tendency” was first proposed by Haruchika Noguchi who was the founder of Seitai kyokai in
Japan(Noguchi, H. 1985). He believes major parts of our personality including musical tastes are significantly affected by
our unconscious habitual patterns of bodily movements. More specifically he believes it is beneficial to categorise these
patterns by a directional tendency of neural transmission of the pelvic plexus. Although music-related motion analyses
have been gaining increasing attentions (Burger, B., Saarikallio, S., Luck, G., Thompson, M. R., & Toiviainen, P., 2013),
there have been few empirical research studies focusing on a directional tendency of neural transmission of the pelvic
plexus. We believe that our unconscious bodily movements induced by musical performance contain multifaceted
information, which has huge potential to shed light on our musical perception.
Aims
The aim of this research is to classify unconscious movements while performing music by a directional tendency of neural
transmission of the pelvic plexus, and to investigate their effects on types of musical experiences.
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